TUGboat editorial information
This regular issue (Vol. 42, No. 3) is the last issue of
the 2021 volume year. The deadline for the first issue in
Vol. 43 is March 31, 2022. Contributions are requested.

TUGboat is distributed as a benefit of membership
to all current TUG members. It is also available
to non-members in printed form through the TUG store
(tug.org/store), and online at the TUGboat web site
(tug.org/TUGboat). Online publication to non-members
is delayed for one issue, to give members the benefit of
early access.

Submissions to TUGboat are reviewed by volun-
teers and checked by the Editor before publication. How-
ever, the authors are assumed to be the experts. Ques-
tions regarding content or accuracy should therefore be
directed to the authors, with an information copy to the
Editor.
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TUGboat advertising
For advertising rates and information, including consul-
tant listings, contact the TUG office, or see:
tug.org/TUGboat/advertising.html
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Submitting items for publication
Proposals and requests for TUGboat articles are grate-
fully received. Please submit contributions by electronic
mail to TUGboat@tug.org.

The TUGboat style files, for use with plain \TeX
and \LaTeX, are available from CTAN and the TUGboat
web site, and are included in common \TeX distributions.
We also accept submissions using Con\TeXt. Deadlines,
templates, tips for authors, and more, are available at
tug.org/TUGboat.

Effective with the 2005 volume year, submission of
a new manuscript implies permission to publish the ar-
ticle, if accepted, on the TUGboat web site, as well as
in print. Thus, the physical address you provide in the
manuscript will also be available online. If you have any
reservations about posting online, please notify the edi-
tors at the time of submission and we will be happy to
make suitable arrangements.

Other TUG publications
TUG is interested in considering additional manuscripts
for publication, such as manuals, instructional materials,
documentation, or works on any other topic that might
be useful to the \TeX community in general.

If you have such items or know of any that you
would like considered for publication, please contact the
Publications Committee at tug-pub@tug.org.

TUG Institutional Members
TUG institutional members
receive a discount on multiple
memberships, site-wide electronic
access, and other benefits:
tug.org/instmem.html
Thanks to all for their support!
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